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Abstract—Indoor positioning is a major challenge for location-5
based services. WiFi deployments are often used to address indoor6
positioning. Yet, they require multiple access points, which may not7
be available or accessible for localization in all scenarios, or they8
make unrealistic assumptions for practical deployments. In this9
paper we present SPRING+, a positioning system that extracts10
and processes Channel State Information (CSI) and Fine Time11
Measurements (FTM) from a single Access Point (AP) to localize12
commercial smartphones. First, we propose an adaptive method13
for estimating the Angle of Arrival (AOA) from CSI that works14
on single packets and leverages information from the estimated15
number of paths. Second, we present a new method to detect the16
first path using FTM measurements, robust to multipath scenarios.17
We evaluate SPRING+ in an extensive experimental campaign18
consisting of four different testbeds: i) generic indoor spaces, ii)19
generic indoor spaces with obstacles, iii) office environments and20
iv) home environments. Our results show that SPRING+ is able to21
achieve a median 2D positioning error between 1 and 1.8 meters22
with a single WiFi AP.23

Index Terms—Indoor localization system, WiFi, angle of arrival,24
channel state information, fine time measurements, smartphone25
localization.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

THE popularity of location-based services is exponentially28

increasing thanks to the industrial interest and standard-29

ization effort of positioning solutions in 5G networks. Indoor30

localization, however, remains a major challenge where peo-31

ple experience a very poor performance due to the current32
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technology limitations. Even with the advent of 5G networks, 33

WiFi represents the main technology solution for indoor sce- 34

narios as its measurements are expected to be accessed by 5G 35

positioning systems [1], [2]. 36

Accurate indoor positioning can be achieved through WiFi 37

using different approaches based on signal strength [3], [4], [5], 38

[6], [7], [8], Angle of Arrival (AOA) [9], [10], [11], [12], time- 39

based ranging [13], [14], [15], [16]. Based on this vast literature, 40

localizing a device with a dense network of Access Points (APs) 41

is a solved problem, yet this is not the case when a single AP 42

is available. Unfortunately, such a case is frequent in practice 43

and severely limits the deployment of indoor location-based 44

services. For instance, homes and small businesses typically 45

have a single AP. In other scenarios, other APs could be seen 46

in range, but their signals could be too weak for collecting 47

positioning data. 48

Early attempts to operate with a single AP assumed that the 49

WiFi chipset in the AP can continuously change its frequency 50

of operation [17], [18], which is not supported by neither any 51

802.11 standard nor smartphone. [19] required usage of inertial 52

sensors to work with a single AP, as well as extensive man- 53

ual calibration, such as placing the phone in the pocket for 54

training. Other work requires open areas, which is not practical 55

in real deployments [20]. Furthermore, HiLoc [21] extracted 56

ToF measurements from a prototype AP design, constructed 57

by a USRP with six antennas connected with extension cables 58

and cannot work in NLOS scenarios. Besides, fingerprinting 59

methods that fuse different signal characteristics and work with 60

one AP are vulnerable to environmental changes [22], [23]. All 61

the above factors limit the deployment at a large scale, showing 62

that working with a single AP continues to be one of the “Achilles 63

heels” for indoor localization systems. 64

In this work, we introduce SPRING+, Smartphone Position- 65

ing with Radio measurements from a sINGle wifi access point. 66

First, we take advantage of the 802.11ac standard, extracting 67

Channel State Information (CSI), obtained from multiple an- 68

tennas in the overall 80 MHz bandwidth. Second, recently, 69

IEEE 802.11 standardized the FTM protocol [24] to support 70

time-based WiFi ranging techniques. So far, there have been 71

few studies of such ranging system, with limited investigation 72

of methods to alleviate the multipath. Using CSI and FTM mea- 73

surements, we estimate the angle and the distance from an AP 74

to a commercial off-the-shelf smartphone. Angle and distance 75

intersect in a single position, which provides the location of the 76

smartphone. We are the first to show the feasibility of locating a 77
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smartphone in typical indoor environments with measurements78

made only by the single AP, and quantify the performance that79

can be achieved.80

In the following, we summarize our contributions:81
� We introduce our positioning system SPRING+ that uses82

AOA, Relative (R-ToF) and Absolute Time of Flight (A-83

ToF) information to estimate the angle and distance, and84

localize the smartphone using a single AP. As multi-85

path affects both angle and distance estimates, we use86

its estimate as input for both our AOA and distance87

estimators (Section III).88
� We propose a direct AOA estimator that processes CSI89

measurements and dynamically selects the optimal config-90

uration in the 2D space composed by AOA and Relative91

Time of Flight, addressing major limitations from prior92

work such as static selection of smoothing length and93

number of clusters in a packet (Section IV);94
� We analyze the key factors and parameters that affect the95

ranging performance using the FTM protocol. We show96

how to mitigate the impact of multipath relying on inputs97

from CSI, developing an estimator that improves the per-98

formance in the presence of rich multipath as found in99

common indoor environments (Section V);100
� We demonstrate across four different experimental testbeds101

that smartphones can be localized using our solution with102

a median accuracy between 1 and 1.8 meters in areas up to103

143 m2 in a single testbed, and a total of 373 m2 of area104

evaluated (Sections VI and VII).105

We highlight that SPRING+ is an extension of our preliminary106

short paper work SPRING [25], and its code will be published107

as an open source code in GitHub1108

II. RELATED WORK109

Homes and small businesses typically have a single AP, and110

our proposed system, SPRING+, aims to provide a positioning111

solution that works with a single AP. There is a variety of112

different approaches related to positioning, and, in what follows,113

we briefly analyze the key contributions related to our work.114

A first well-known approach is the RSSI-based systems [3],115

[5], [7], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], in which the signal strength116

from a client device to several different APs is measured.117

RADAR [3] achieved a median error of around 3 meters, using118

three Base Stations, unlike SPRING+, and relies on extensive119

measurement of the radio frequency environment. Besides, [28]120

worked with a density of one AP per 16m2 for a common indoor121

space, whereas SPRING+ has been tested to work with a single122

AP in areas up to 143 m2. Moreover, EZ [7] combined Global123

Positioning System (GPS) and RSSI information deploying four124

APs in order to achieve a median localization error of 2 meters.125

Apart from these, [29] needs access to measurements obtained126

by motion sensors (inertial sensors and magnetometers), thus127

setting an important limitation compared to SPPRING+ that128

works only with commodity hardware and does not need any129

type of sensor. Finally, [27] and [30] used Reconfigurable In-130

telligent Surfaces (RIS) to generate the radio environment and131

create a favorable RSS distribution. This equipment increases132

1Online. [Available]. https://github.com/stavroseleftherakis/SPRING_PLUS

the cost and limits the scalability of the system. Compared 133

to the aforementioned methods, SPRING+ is a low-cost and 134

easily deployable solution that has been tested using commodity 135

equipment and with only one AP, with experiments covering an 136

indoor spaces of up to 143 m2. 137

Fingerprinting methods are also very well-investigated [4], 138

[8], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], 139

[42], [43], [44], [45]. The main idea of fingerprinting methods 140

is the collection of fingerprints, such as RSSI or CSI, from a 141

specific target and then any other unknown signals are compared 142

to the predefined database of signal patterns. These methods are 143

not easily deployable and they are also very sensitive to any en- 144

vironmental change. For instance, Centaur [35] combined WiFi- 145

based (Horus [4], EZ [7]) and acoustic ranged techniques [46] 146

to achieve a localization error of around 3.4 meters. Other 147

systems like Zee [8] and Unloc [34], use either inertial or urban 148

sensors. Furthermore, there are CSI fingerprinting methods that 149

achieve a reasonable accuracy [36], [37], [40], [45]. In contrast to 150

SPRING+, both the construction of the fingerprint database and 151

the use of a dense network of APs limit the deployment capability 152

of these systems and increase the cost of their implementation. 153

Besides, RRLOC [42] fuses RSSI and FTM measurements to 154

construct a feature database and then trains a Machine Learning 155

model to localize the target device. The aforementioned system 156

not only needs offline training to construct the database, but its 157

localization error is around 4 meters with one or two APs, thus 158

being less accurate than SPRING+. In addition, [43] proposes a 159

manual modification of both the orientation and polarization of 160

the AP antennas to construct a more precise RSS fingerprinting 161

database, at the cost of system scalability. Finally, [44] proposes 162

a DL-based CSI fingerprinting method, where robots carry the 163

APs in the indoor environment for the database construction. As 164

opposed to SPRING+, this method has higher deployability cost 165

and similar to all fingerprinting methods its database is prone to 166

environmental changes. 167

AOA and CSI-based solutions have been investigated [9], 168

[11], [12], [20], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], 169

[56], [57], [58]. They take advantage of the CSI measurements 170

to calculate the AOA between the target and the AP. Even if 171

their accuracy is encouraging, most of the times these solutions 172

are not easily deployable, as they require a dense deployment 173

of APs. For instance, Array Track [9] and SpotFi [12] deployed 174

a very dense number of APs, making, in contrast to SPRING+, 175

unfeasible the deployment in small environments. Besides, the 176

systems proposed in [53], [54] estimate AOA using UWB 177

transceivers equipped with modified antennas or specific hard- 178

ware (CISCO 4800 series) respectively, thus being less practical 179

and more expensive than SPRING+. A recent attempt, called 180

Ubilocate [51], works with a variety of signal characteristics 181

and a dense network of APs. Moreover, Ubilocate, unlike our 182

proposed method based on FTM, used a non-standard procedure 183

to estimate the distance and its performance for AOA estima- 184

tion is compared to SPRING+ in Section VII-B. Furthermore, 185

Widar2.0 [20] is a WiFi-based system used for passive human 186

tracking that works with only one commodity AP. However, 187

it works only in open areas without obstructions between the 188

AP and the target device, a requirement that SPRING+ does 189

not have. mD-Track [52] is another recent work that focuses on 190

passive WiFi tracking, using several dimensions (AOA, A-ToF, 191

https://github.com/stavroseleftherakis/SPRING_PLUS
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Fig. 1. Overview of SPRING+’s building blocks.

R-ToF, Angle of Departure, Doppler). However, it focused on192

one single passive target, and it did not have access to A-ToF193

real measurements, using coaxial cables for this purpose. Be-194

sides, [55] combines sub-6 GHz measurements with mmWave195

ones to construct an accurate localization system, but it cannot196

be compared with SPRING+ that works only with commodity197

equipment in the 5-GHz band. Apart from these, SiFi [58] is198

a single AP localization system, that works with a customized199

AP where antennas are connected to the AP through a 5 meters200

long extension cable, must not be collinear to each other and201

they also need to have a distance of 2-3 meters between them.202

Obviously, these are limitations that SPRING+ does not have,203

as our proposed system works with a commodity ULA AP. In204

addition, [56] is another single AP localization system, that205

requires either an additional WiFi card or coaxial cables con-206

necting the transceivers’ antennas only to calibrate the initial CSI207

phases multiple times and has been tested to work in areas up to208

85 m2. In contrast, SPRING+ needs neither additional equip-209

ment for calibration nor multiple calibration steps and has been210

tested to work in larger areas, thus being more easily deployable.211

Finally, [57] is another recent CSI localization method that212

requires a specific antenna layout that is not compatible with the213

existing WiFi APs, whereas SPRING+ work with a commodity214

ULA AP.215

Finally, A-ToF based techniques are used to estimate the216

distance and position of the target device [15], [19], [59], [60],217

[61], [62], [63], [64]. First, [19] and [64] are A-ToF systems218

using CSI or FTM respectively, but both require access to inertial219

sensors in the smartphone, a limitation that SPRING+ does220

not have. Moreover, [59] combined multiple frequency bands221

scattered around 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, to obtain almost one GHz222

of bandwidth. Yet, this approach can not work with commercial223

smartphones as they operate on a single frequency channel. In224

contrast, SPRING+ has been tested with 80 MHz bandwidth225

and single frequency channel, using a commercial smartphone226

as a target. Besides, [62] and [63] are A-ToF systems that227

use four UWB APs for human tracking, but require humans228

to wear special sensor equipment in their chests, thus limiting229

the deployment of the system and increasing its cost. Finally,230

FUSIC [61] combines an improved version of FTM and a Least231

Squared Optimization problem, using three APs to achieve a232

median localization error between 1.74 m and 2.19 m. It is not233

possible to compare their positioning estimator with SPRING+,234

since their system cannot work with less than three APs, but235

we show in Section VII-B that our proposed ranging estimator236

outperforms this prior solution.237

III. SPRING+ OVERVIEW238

State-of-the-art indoor positioning solutions rely on different239

approaches which combine measurements collected by different240

APs densely deployed. Other solutions operate with a single AP,241

either assuming particular features not supported by commodity242

Fig. 2. Schematic of operation of SPRING+ localization system. Number
of estimated paths are used both by our AOA and FTM (distance) first path
estimators.

smartphones, or requiring extensive calibrations and compu- 243

tation that limit the deployment of these approaches at large 244

scale. In contrast, hereafter we present SPRING+, that aims to 245

locate commercial smartphones in typical indoor environments, 246

only with measurements performed by a single AP. The building 247

blocks of SPRING+ high level overview are depicted in Fig. 1. 248

First Path Estimator for AOA: The AP is equipped with an 249

array of multiple antennas, and it measures CSI data from the 250

smartphone, indicated in the figure as STAtion (STA). CSI al- 251

lows us to estimate AOA and the Relative Time of Flight (R-ToF) 252

for each path. With this information, we propose a first path 253

estimator to identify the direct path signal component, as detailed 254

in Section IV. No protocol stack modifications are needed such 255

that compatibility with commercial phones is guaranteed, as 256

described in Section VI-A. 257

First Path Estimator for FTM: The AP supports the FTM 258

protocol standardized by IEEE 802.11mc in 2016 and described 259

in Section V-A. This protocol allows measuring the Absolute 260

Time of Flight (A-ToF) between the AP and the STA. The main 261

difference between A-ToF and R-ToF is that A-ToF is an absolute 262

measurement of the round trip time to transmit a series of packets 263

between AP and smartphone, hence providing an estimate of 264

the real distance between the AP and the smartphone. Instead, 265

R-ToF is only a relative measurement of the ToF, used to better 266

distinguish among different paths, but it does not carry infor- 267

mation about the real distance. Using our A-ToF measurements, 268

we introduce a first path estimator to mitigate the effect of the 269

multipath, typical characteristic of rich indoor environments, as 270

explained in detail in Section V. 271

Positioning: Following the SPRING+’s building blocks in 272

Fig. 1, we finally calculate the smartphone’s position. More 273

specifically, angle and distance are estimated by SPRING+ and 274

intersect in a single position, which provides the location of the 275

smartphone. In Fig. 2 we see a schematic of SPRING+ operation. 276
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Fig. 3. SPRING+ AP used for measurements.

As multipath affects both angle and distance estimations, we277

use the estimated number of paths L̂ per packet as input in both278

the AOA and FTM first path estimators. The outputs are the279

estimated distance (d̂) and direction ( ̂AOA) between the target280

and the AP, respectively. Using the parameters d̂ and ̂AOA,281

SPRING+ then estimates the target position, p̂.282

An illustration of the commodity hardware we use for the283

AP is shown in Fig. 3. The AP for the experimentation is284

composed of two different commodity chipsets (although early285

attempts for an implementation in the same chipset have just286

started [65]). The smartphone STA is associated to the chipset287

performing AOA, while FTM does not require association of the288

STA [24]. Therefore, it is possible to use the same STA, such289

as a commodity smartphone, for both type of measurements as290

it would be done from a single WiFi chipset in the AP through291

normal listen-before-talk 802.11 protocol.292

IV. FIRST PATH ESTIMATOR FOR AOA293

This section presents the proposed algorithm used to iden-294

tify the direct AOA. A high-level illustration of the scheme is295

illustrated in Fig. 4.296

A. An Intuition to CSI Smoothing297

The proposed AOA estimator takes as input data the CSI298

measurements extracted from WiFi commodity chipsets. This299

data is organized in a matrix that contains one complex number300

CSIi,j per subcarrier and per received antenna at the AP. It is of301

dimensions MxNs, where M is the number of antennas and Ns302

is the number of subcarriers, i.e.:303

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

CSI1,1 . . . CSINs,1

...
. . .

...

CSI1,M . . . CSINs,M

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (1)

This input matrix is composed of calibrated values in phase304

and amplitude, where the bias due to a phase shift among the305

antennas for all Ns subcarriers is corrected. We use the method306

proposed in our preliminary work [25], that runs the procedure307

only once (not detailed here for the sake of brevity).308

Starting from the input CSI matrix, we construct the smoothed 309

CSI matrix X for each collected packet s ∈ [1, N ], where N is 310

the total number of packets. The smoothed CSI matrix increases 311

the resolution of input data by grouping different subsets of 312

consecutive antennas K and subcarriers J together in each 313

column [12]. The smoothed CSI is composed of Hankel matrices 314

H of the input CSI matrix, wherein the elements along each 315

anti-diagonal are equal. For instance, H1,J takes J consecutive 316

subcarriers of the antenna one, starting from the first subcarrier: 317

H1,J =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CSI1,1 CSI1,2 . . . CSI1,Ns−J+1

CSI1,2 CSI1,3 . . . CSI1,Ns−J+2

...
...

. . .
...

CSI1,J CSI1,J+1 . . . CSI1,Ns

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(2)

Similarly,HK,J takesJ consecutive subcarriers of the antenna 318

K, starting from the first subcarrier. It results that the smoothed 319

CSI matrix can be written as follows: 320

X =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
H1,J . . . HK,J

...
. . .

...

HK,J . . . HNs,J

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3)

Having as input the CSI matrix of dimensions NsxM , the 321

dimensions of the new smoothed CSI matrix are equal to (K · J) 322

x (Ns + 2), where K and J are the parameters of the smoothing 323

algorithm and their product is called smoothing length [12]. 324

Note that the maximum achievable smoothing length is equal to 325

Ns ·M . In the next subsection, we present our approach to 326

optimize the smoothing matrix. 327

B. Optimization of Smoothing Matrix 328

Prior work neglected the importance of the size of different 329

subsets of input data to group, and always fixed it to a static num- 330

ber. In an earlier attempt, ArrayTrack [9] applied grouping only 331

to antennas and fixed the value to two. SpotFi [12] extended the 332

concept of grouping to both antennas and subcarriers. Although 333

not specified in [12], but only in the source code, SpotFi used a 334

fixed smoothing length, with K = (M2 + 1) and J = Ns

2 , thus 335

treating a smoothed CSI matrix with a fixed dimension equals 336

to K · J= (M2 + 1) · Ns

2 . 337

In order to understand the impact of this choice, we compute 338

the 2D MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm [66] 339

using the smoothed CSI X as input data. MUSIC performs a 340

subspace decomposition of the autocorrelation matrix XXH. 341

It defines the spatial spectrum by multiplying a set of steering 342

vectors by the noise subspace, orthogonal to each other. In the 343

2D MUSIC spectrum, the x-axis indicates the estimated R-ToF 344

and the y-axis the estimated AOA. 345

We study the 2D MUSIC spectrum for two different positions 346

of the STA. In the first one, as shown in Fig. 5(a), choosing 347

the values K and J as set in prior work results in a higher 348

noise level and larger beam amplitude and width of all the paths 349

in the spectrum. The consequence is that a mistaken beam is 350

considered as the real path, leading to an AOA error of around 351

43 degrees. In the second one, we instead apply the simple 352

approach of considering the highest smoothing length, equal to 353
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the proposed First Path AoA Estimator.

Fig. 5. 2D MUSIC spectrum (on the left) and beam patterns (on the right) for
two different smoothing lengths for a given position of the STA.

Ns ·M . As the smoothing length increases, the noise level gets354

lower, which helps to narrow the peak and improve the accuracy.355

However, Fig. 6(a) shows that this approach increases the risk356

of eliminating the beam of the real path. In fact, the strongest357

path does not correspond to the direct path anymore, thereby358

Fig. 6. 2D MUSIC spectrum (on the left) and beam patterns (on the right) for
two different smoothing lengths for a given position of the STA.

leading to an AOA error of around 10 degrees. These examples 359

show that the right smoothing parameter setting is essential 360

and that the optimal selection depends on the noise level. The 361

latter varies according to several factors, such as hardware, 362

bandwidth, number of antennas and number of subcarriers. As 363
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previously mentioned, SpotFi uses fixed smoothing length, thus364

not optimizing the noise level which depends on the physical365

parameters of the experiments.366

In order to address the problem presented above we notice367

that prior work neglected the fact that each cluster of the 2D368

MUSIC should represent a real path, rather than a sub-set of the369

real paths, or more paths than the real ones. It follows that our370

objective is as follows:371
� tune the factors K and J such that the total number of372

clusters in the 2D MUSIC spectrum is equal to the total373

number of real paths presented in one packet.374

For this purpose, we use a well-known estimator of the num-375

ber of paths based on CSI measurements called Matrix Pencil376

Method (MPM) algorithm [67], that takes as input the CSI matrix377

per packet and it gives as output the estimate of the number378

of paths. Using MPM, we model the multipath profile in the379

time domain as a weighted sum of delayed impulse functions,380

for each antenna m ∈ [1,M ], let Lm be the number of delayed381

paths, and τl,m and hl,m the propagation delay and the complex382

gain of the l-th path, respectively. MPM uses the CSI values as383

input, it operates on the frequency response of the channel and384

it calculates the estimate L̂m, τ̂l,m and ĥl,m. We then calculate385

the number of paths as the most frequent value Mo (the mode)386

of L̂ as:387

L̂ = Mo(L̂1, L̂2, .., L̂M ).

MUSIC and MPM have been seen as antagonists in prior388

work, as both methods could be used to estimate channel389

parameters. However, in our experience, the CSI matrix used390

by MPM cannot be easily generalized to accommodate values391

from sub-carriers as it can be done with MUSIC. On the other392

hand, MPM shows robust performance in terms of number of393

paths estimation, without needing any configuration setting.394

Therefore, we propose to leverage both MUSIC and MPM in395

this work.396

Using the proposed approach, in both Figs. 5(b) and 6(b), we397

estimate L̂ = 2 paths, soK andJ are tuned in order to appreciate398

only two beam amplitudes above 80% of the maximum peak399

(the beam pattern is shown on the right of each figure), with the400

other peaks having a lower amplitude with respect to the peak401

of the direct path. Moreover, in both cases, the AOA error of402

the proposed multipath-based Smoothing Length is marginal.403

Finally, these two figures highlight that our method is the best404

compromise for estimating the real angle and removing the405

noise.406

As shown in the previous examples, we propose an algorithm407

for tuning the smoothing factors K and J in order to obtain a408

total number of paths equal to the one estimated by MPM. The409

proposed algorithm first applies the 2D MUSIC to the first packet410

with the maximum smoothing factors: K = M and J = Ns.411

If the estimated number of paths is less than the number of412

paths estimated by MPM, the algorithm iteratively decreases the413

smoothing resolution, by decreasing the factors K and J until414

the MPM number of paths is obtained. In order to avoid a very415

high number of possible smoothing lengths (NSL), we divide416

the smoothing lengths into equal intervals from a maximum417

of K = M and J = Ns to a minimum of K = (M2 + 1) and418

J = Ns

2 . NSL is selected in order to have a trade-off between419

Algorithm 1: K and J Tuning Procedure.

input:
−−→
CSI , NSL, Num_packet, Previus_r;

output: K, J , r;−→
KTMP = Equidistant descending integer vector with
NSL values in [M, . . . , (M2 + 1)];−→
J TMP = Equidistant descending integer vector with
NSL values in [Ns, . . . ,

Ns

2 ];

L̂ = number of path estimated by MPM(
−−→
CSI);

if Num_packet == 1 then
Index_SF_search = (1, . . . , NSL)

else
Index_SF_search = the one estimated by the
previous packet (Previus_r) and its adjacent ones

end if
for r = Index_SF_search do
[
−−→
AoA,

−−→
ToF ] = 2D-MUSIC(

−−→
CSI) with resolution−→

KTMP (r) and
−→
J TMP (r);

N̂P = size(
−−→
AoA);

if N̂P ≥ L̂ || (r == numel(Index_SF_search) then
K =

−→
KTMP (r);

J =
−→
J TMP (r);

exit;
end if

end for

accuracy and computational cost. Furthermore, taking into con- 420

sideration that the channel over time does not change dramati- 421

cally for consecutive packets, for each new packet we limit the 422

smoothing factor search to the one estimated by the previous 423

packet and its adjacent ones. This leads to an application of 424

2D MUSIC at a maximum of 3 times and makes the algorithm 425

much more computationally efficient compared to applying a 426

complete smoothing factor search. Algorithm 1 outlines how 427

the parameters K and J are tuned. More details about the 428

complexity of the algorithm will be given in the Section VII-E. 429

The smoothing matrix optimization could be affected by 430

the accuracy of the MPM algorithm. In order to circumvent 431

this problem, potential outliers are removed by the clustering 432

algorithm and the final choice of the appropriate cluster through 433

a likelihood function. Both operations will be described in 434

Section IV-D. 435

C. Understanding Multipath Estimator in the Smoothing 436

Matrix 437

MPM takes into consideration the propagation delay τl,M in 438

order to estimate the number of paths, by estimating one path per 439

time window. However, MPM does not have any knowledge of 440

the AOA of each path. Therefore, it could happen that more 441

than one path is received in the same time window from a 442

different AOA. However, they cannot be distinguished by MPM. 443

We show an example of this problem in Fig. 7. We have that 444

MPM estimates L̂ = 2 paths and the real angle is equal to -13 445

degrees. As we can see in Fig. 7(a), optimizing the smoothing 446

length to have two clusters with a high normalized amplitude 447

value, we make the wrong decision in the AOA estimation. This 448
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Fig. 7. 2D MUSIC spectrum and the importance of the correct interpretation
of MPM estimation.

means that in this case, we have erroneously tuned the smoothing449

length. We then modify the methodology in order to obtain a450

smoothing length that corresponds to the number of paths L̂,451

taking into consideration only clusters in the 2D MUSIC with452

different R-ToF (Fig. 7(b)). Applying this modification, as we453

can see in this example, we obtain a strong peak that corresponds454

to the real angle, thereby enhancing the procedure of tuning the455

smoothing length.456

D. All Together457

Referring to Fig. 4, we present in this section the remaining458

steps of the AOA algorithm. After smoothing the CSI matrix459

with the optimization presented in Sections IV-B and IV-C, we460

sanitize the R-ToF to eliminate the effects of Sampling Time461

Offset (STO). In fact, STO adds an additional phase offset that462

is the same across antennas for a particular subcarrier and varies463

over time [68]. As a result of the sanitization algorithm, the464

modified CSI phase response does not change even if the STO465

changes, making it free from the variance of changing STO.466

After the R-ToF sanitization, we apply MUSIC in two dimen-467

sions AOA and R-ToF. On the left of Fig. 6, we can see two468

2D MUSIC spectrums and how their resolutions change with469

different smoothing lengths. For each packet, we then estimate470

a pair of AOA and R-ToF per path, as the peak of the 2D MUSIC471

spectrum. Doing so, over all of the N total packets and estimating472

L̂ paths per packet, we finally collect L̂ ·N pairs of AOA and473

Fig. 8. Example of application for three different clustering algorithms.

R-TOF estimates in the “path detection step”, that are clustered 474

together in a two-dimensional space, as shown in Fig. 8. 475

We then perform the clustering using all N packets. We 476

show a representative example for clustering all the points with 477

K-Means in Fig. 8(a), Gaussian Mean (GM) in Fig. 8(b), the 478

method suggested in [12], and Density-Based Spatial Clustering 479

of Application with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm in Fig. 8(c). 480

We choose DBSCAN for several reasons. First, DBSCAN does 481

not need the number of clusters as input, making it a dynamic 482

algorithm. Moreover, DBSCAN is less sensitive to the shape of 483

the clusters, thereby managing to identify clusters that have a 484

different shape than a circle or a sphere. Finally, as shown in 485

the example, it is able to detect outliers (red points in Fig. 8(c)), 486

estimating the best correct number of clusters. Finally, we assign 487

a likelihood estimate for each cluster similarly to [12]. We 488

declare the path with the highest likelihood metric as the direct 489
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path and store its estimated AOA ( ̂AOA). Fig. 8 shows all the490

estimated pairs AOA and R-ToF over 300 packets of a real case.491

We observe that the highest likelihood among all the clusters492

estimated by DBSCAN, is obtained for the cluster 1 (black493

cluster in Fig. 8(c)). The direct path has an angle of -35 degrees494

and the mean of the cluster 1 is -30 degrees. Therefore, in this495

example, we estimate the direction of the direct path with an496

error of 5 degrees.497

Following the aforementioned procedure, our AoA First Path498

estimator gives one AoA estimate over the total N number of499

packets. Based on the fact that this limits the efficiency of the500

estimator in a practical scenario, the next section introduces a501

heuristic that deals with this problem.502

E. Moving Windows Implementation503

It is important for every estimator to give one estimate (in504

our case AoA estimate) per packet. As for the AoA First Path505

estimator, this depends on the number of packets it needs to506

give consistent AoA results. We observe that our estimator gives507

consistent AoA estimates after clustering 16 packets. Moreover,508

in order to obtain one AoA estimate per packet our estimator509

applies moving windows of w = 16 packets. Thus, for every510

new packet whose estimates are clustered (after the sixteenth511

packet), the estimates of the oldest one are removed. This512

method of moving windows helps us both to obtain one AoA513

estimate per packet (after the first sixteen packets) and also to514

understand better the impact of the channel (by extracting old515

measurements). An analysis of the convergence of the AoA First516

Path estimator, justifying the choice of 16 packets, is given in517

Section VII-E.518

To sum up, our AoA First Path estimator initially leverages519

the number of propagation paths, estimated by MPM, to perform520

an optimized and dynamic CSI smoothing (Sections IV-B and521

IV-C). Then, it applies the R-ToF sanitization algorithm to522

eliminate the effects of STO. After that, the application of 2D523

MUSIC estimates the AoA and R-ToF pairs and a clustering of524

the estimated AoA and R-ToF follows, based on DBSCAN. The525

cluster that has the highest likelihood is the one whose AoA is526

chosen. Finally, the above mentioned procedure is applied using527

moving windows of w packets.528

We stress that the R-ToF studied in this section is only used for529

estimating the AOA through the likelihood function. After the530

application of the sanitization algorithm, the effects of varying531

STOs are removed, but still this R-ToF is not the real (absolute)532

one and cannot be used for ranging purposes [12]. For this533

reason, the ranging purposes FTM protocol is used as studied in534

the next section.535

V. FINE TIME MEASUREMENTS536

This section introduces the FTM protocol of the IEEE 802.11537

standard and the proposed model for the FTM noise detection.538

A. IEEE 802.11mc Background539

IEEE 802.11 standardized the FTM protocol to estimate the540

distance between a pair of WiFi chipsets. An FTM initiator541

(FTMI) is a STA that initiates the FTM process by sending an542

FTM Request to the AP. An AP that supports the FTM procedure 543

as a responding device is called a responder (FTMR). If the 544

FTMR agrees to start the measurements, it sends an FTM mes- 545

sage to the FTMI and waits for its acknowledgement (ACK). The 546

Round Trip Time (RTT) is calculated taking into consideration 547

both the transmission timestamp of the FTM message and also 548

the reception timestamp of its ACK. In the computation, the 549

protocol subtracts the time that the STA needs to send back the 550

ACK from the total RTT. 551

B. FTM Sources of Noise 552

Signal propagation in rich indoor environments is subject 553

to multipath effects, where multiple coherent copies of the 554

transmitted signal arrive at the receiver over different reflected 555

paths. It is even possible that the direct component is severely 556

attenuated and the signal is received mostly over reflected paths. 557

Since signals that travel over reflected paths will take longer time 558

to arrive at the receiver, they introduce an error in the distance 559

estimation when considering the A-ToF. We define the following 560

function y for l-th path: 561

y = log10 (dl) +N (0, σN ) dl ≥ d0. (4)

N (0, σN ) represents an additive Gaussian noise N , with a 562

standard deviation σN and d0 is equal to 1 m. This expression is 563

inspired by the path loss model with the log-normal distribution 564

that represents the shadowing effect. 565

Now, let S be the set of samples. We express the generic FTM 566

sample as: 567

dl,s l ∈ L, s ∈ S. (5)

Based on the model in (4), in Section V-C we introduce 568

the first path estimator f to mitigate the effects of the main 569

sources of noise in the channel. The estimator will operate in 570

the log domain, i.e., log10(dl,s). The ranging system may give 571

dl,s smaller than d0. As such, we add a constant factor for the 572

purpose of operating in the log domain, such that it is larger than 573

d0 for a sequence of samples. 574

C. First Path Estimator for FTM 575

This subsection describes in detail the proposed first path 576

estimator for FTM. 577

In (5), each FTM sample dl,s is affected by a distance bias 578

caused by the absence or presence of multipath. Grouping to- 579

gether the samples with the same bias results in a finite Gaussian 580

Mixture Model (GMM) in the log domain with a small number 581

of modes. One of these modes corresponds to the samples 582

received through the direct path, while the others correspond to 583

the samples received through any of the reflected paths. Then, 584

knowing the number of estimated paths, we can separate all 585

the Gaussian components and the median or the mean of the 586

first Gaussian would be a reliable estimator of the direct path’s 587

distance. For this purpose, we exploit the CSI measurements, 588

and we rely on the MPM algorithm, introduced in Section IV-B. 589

Fig. 9 shows an example of a real case with a travelled distance 590

of the direct path equal to 10.73 m. Supposing the MPM output 591

is unknown, the estimator f estimates the parameters of the 592

components as follows: the means of the first Gaussian are 593
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Fig. 9. Example of the first path estimator f for a real case where the distance between AP and target is 10.73 m. The number of paths, Mo1, is the first most
frequent value of the estimations provided by the MPM for each antenna and the mean (L̂) over all N packets is given as input to the first path estimator f , which
after that computes only the mean of the first log-Gaussian.

Fig. 10. FTM/AOA approach for smartphone positioning.

equal to 11.23, 11.01, 10.82 and 10.6 meters for an estimated594

number of paths from 1 to 4, respectively. As MPM provides an595

estimated number of paths equal to 3, it follows that we estimate596

the distance of the direct path with an over-estimation error of597

only 0.09 m. In Section VII we show the performance of the598

proposed filter in four different testbeds.599

VI. SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT600

We first present the experimental platform used in this work601

and then the testbeds used for the evaluation.602

A. Experimental Platform603

Our approach for smartphone positioning is shown in Fig. 10,604

and the commodity hardware we use as the AP is shown in605

Fig. 3. It is composed of a multi-antennas AP which enables the606

collection of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) CSI, and607

operation as FTM-R.608

In order to collect CSI, we use a QHS8405S4-RDK device,609

the Quantenna (QTNA) 4×1 Uniform Linear Array (ULA).610

QTNA supports PCIe, RGMII and 802.11a/n/ac protocol. The611

frequency range is from 5.15 GHz to 5.85 GHz and it supports612

20/40/80 MHz bandwidth. QTNA enables rapid collection of613

precise high-order MIMO CSI. The spatial diagnostics interface 614

is supported on QTNA’s BBIC4 based platform and it supports 615

extracting up to 4×1 channels with bandwidth up to 80 MHz, 616

with CSI data from the driver accessed over a Transmission 617

Control Protocol (TCP) socket. Any WiFi device can be used as 618

the STA. 619

Regarding the FTM protocol, we use the fitlet2-CJ3455 plat- 620

form as responder FTM-R since it is an integrated solution 621

in compact form, which includes the WiFi Intel 8265 chipset. 622

We use the WiFi Indoor Location Device (WILD) tool for 623

configuring the FTM-R [69]. 624

As a STA, we use the Google Pixel 3 phone with Android 625

Pie (API Level 28) that supports the FTM protocol. The phone 626

operates as FTM-I for time measurements. The device must have 627

location-based services enabled at the system level to access 628

the FTM protocol. We use the android-WifiRttScan application 629

to initiate the measurements. We modify its code to facilitate 630

the data collection, and we configure it to receive a distance 631

measurement per packet. Its main activity lists all of the APs 632

using the WifiManager. By selecting an AP that supports FTMR, 633

another activity is launched and a RangingRequest is initiated 634

via the WifiRttManager. The activity displays and stores many 635

of the details returned from the FTMR including the distance 636

reported between the AP and the smartphone. 637

B. Deployment Scenarios 638

We perform experiments in four indoor testbeds, namely 639

Testbed I, II, III and IV. The first one represents a generic indoor 640

space, the second one a generic indoor space with obstacles, the 641

third one an office environment and the fourth, referred as a home 642

environment, is a real home in Madrid city. The maps are shown 643

in Fig. 11. Testbed I, in Fig. 11(a), covers a surface of almost 644

65 m2. We use 27 selected locations (marked as crosses) to test 645

our system, and the propagation is mainly over a Line-Of-Sight 646

(LOS) path. Deploying a single AP, the number of links is equal 647

to the number of target STA locations. Furthermore, Testbed II 648
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Fig. 11. Testbeds to assess the direction, ranging and positioning capabilities of SPRING+.

is depicted in Fig. 11(b), it covers a space of around 40 m2 and649

the target device is placed in 32 different locations. In Testbed650

II, the propagation is over Non Line-Of-Sight (NLOS), since it651

contains a concrete wall (yellow rectangle in Fig. 11(b)) between652

the AP and the STA locations. Moreover, Testbed III can be seen653

in Fig. 11(c), it covers a space of around 125 m2 and the target654

device is placed in 35 different positions. In Testbed III, the655

propagation takes place through a mixture of LOS and NLOS656

paths. Testbed III contains several obstacles, such as concrete657

walls and tables (yellow boxes in Fig. 11(c)) and it is surrounded658

by glasses. Our proposed fourth testbed is a real house shown in659

Fig. 11(d), that covers an area of around 140 m2 and includes660

30 target devices. As shown with different colors in Fig. 11(d),661

Testbed IV includes two long corridors, obstacles (such as walls662

and doors) and a wide range of furniture (e.g. tables, desks, beds),663

which act as reflectors. All experiments are conducted with other664

active WiFi networks in the neighborhood. Both CSI and FTM665

measurements are obtained on a fixed frequency channel in the666

5 GHz band. For the evaluation we use a single AP (“SPRING+667

AP”, red marker in Fig. 11). Both the Access Point (AP) and the 668

STA are in the same height of 1 m. We deploy “SPRING+ AP” 669

as an AP and the Google Pixel 3 smartphone as target STA in 670

all marked positions, shown in Fig. 11. For each testing location 671

we gather 300 data samples. 672

VII. EVALUATION 673

In this section, we first analyze the deployed testbeds and 674

then the performance of the proposed methods for computing 675

direction, range and finally positioning of the STA in Testbed 676

I, II, III and IV. We deploy the Google Pixel 3 smartphone as 677

target STA in all marked positions, shown in Fig. 11. 678

A. Estimated Paths in Each Testbed 679

In this subsection, we first motivate the choice of the MPM 680

algorithm for the estimation of the number of paths, and we then 681

use the MPM for the evaluation of the four deployed testbeds 682

complexity. 683
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Fig. 12. Estimation paths accuracy in two different controlled scenarios.

For this purpose, we start investigating the performance of684

the MPM algorithm in two different controlled environments.685

As seen in Section IV-B, MPM uses the CSI values as input,686

it operates on the frequency response channel, and it calculates687

the estimated number of paths per antenna. In order to evaluate688

the accuracy of the MPM algorithm, we perform a study in689

two scenarios for which the number of paths is known: an690

experimental anechoic chamber and a simulated environment.691

In the first scenario, it is reasonably safe to assume a number692

of paths equal to one, while the simulated environment allows693

us to control the reflections at the receiver, thus fixing the total694

number of received paths.695

Anechoic Chamber: We fix the STA in the middle of the696

room and we rotate the AP in order to span an angle of π, from697

−π/2 to + π/2, where 0◦ corresponds to the normal direction698

of the antenna array elements, which are placed as Uniform699

Linear Array (ULA) with a distance of λ/2 between antennas.700

We conduct 36 experiments, every 5◦, and for each of them we701

collect hundreds of CSI samples.702

Simulated Environment: We use MATLAB, setting all the net-703

work parameters, such as the main frequency, the bandwidth, the704

number of subcarriers and the modulation, compatible with the705

real experiments described in Section VI-A. For each simulated706

packet, the number of paths is randomly selected between one707

and five [9]. For each path, we randomly set the Signal to Noise708

Ratio (SNR) and the attenuation parameters.709

We summarize the results of the accuracy in percentile710

on the estimation of the number of paths in Fig. 12. MPM711

achieves an accuracy of 100% and 85.11% in the anechoic712

chamber and in the simulated environment, respectively. We713

compare the obtained results with both SpotFi [12] and FU-714

SIC [61]. As discussed in Section IV-B, SpotFi is able to715

estimate the number of paths and their relative pairs AOA and716

R-ToF, fixing the smoothing length and the threshold for the717

detection of the peaks in the 2D MUSIC spectrum. FUSIC718

first calculates the number of peaks in the MUSIC spectrum719

and then removes the peaks with relative strength, compared720

to the main peak, below a certain threshold. The number of721

paths is then estimated as the number of the filtered peaks.722

We observe in the figure that the maximum accuracy is ob-723

tained by the MPM algorithm. In fact, SpotFi and FUSIC724

Fig. 13. Normalized histograms of the number of estimated paths for all four
Testbeds.

Fig. 14. AOA RMSE in degrees for AOA First Path estimator, MUSIC,
UBILOCATE 2D and SpotFi.

approaches achieve an accuracy of 89.41% and 82.67% in the 725

anechoic chamber and 72.21% and 65.36% in the simulated 726

environment. 727

We finally highlight the difference in the deployed scenarios 728

showing in Fig. 13 the number of estimated paths, using the 729

MPM algorithm only. In Testbed I, MPM estimates a single 730

path almost 100% of the time, while in Testbed II, III and IV it 731

estimates a variable number of paths (from 1 to 5), due to the 732

mixture of LOS and NLOS wireless links. We also observe that 733

Testbed III has the highest number of reflections due to glasses 734

and walls in this office environment. 735

B. AOA 736

We collect CSI measurements from the QTNA device that 737

communicates with a Google Pixel 3 smartphone. We estimate 738

the AOA according to the methodology presented in Section IV, 739

and we then evaluate the AOA estimation error in all testbeds. 740

The map of the testbeds is used to compute the ground truth 741

AOA for the evaluation. 742

We summarize the results of the AOA Root Mean Square Error 743

(RMSE) in degrees obtained for each of the 4 algorithms in all 744

testbeds in Fig. 14, using four algorithms: MUSIC (used also in 745

our preliminary work SPRING [25]), SpotFi [12], Ubilocate [51] 746

and our proposed First Path AOA estimator. [51] is a recent 747
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Fig. 15. ECDF of AOA estimation error in degrees for all four Testbeds.

attempt that estimates AOA with a 2-step procedure. As a first748

step, it estimates the path parameters (AOA, Angle of Departure,749

A-ToF) of all paths. After that, it applies the Nelder-Mead Search750

algorithm to refine these parameters, thereby obtaining more751

accurate estimations. Furthermore, it introduces 2 models: one752

that takes into account only the AOA and ToF and another one753

that considers also the angle of departure. We compare our754

model with the first one (or Ubilocate 2D as hereafter denoted),755

since only this model is applicable to our data (we do not have756

measurements for Angle of Departure). As we can see, our757

proposed AOA First Path estimator has consistently the lowest758

AOA RMSE, while other estimators may perform well in some759

testbeds, but then fail in other deployments.760

In Fig. 15, we then study the Empirical Cumulative Distribu-761

tion Functions (ECDFs) of the AOA error in degrees. We observe762

that, in the LOS Testbed I (Fig. 15(a)), we have a median error763

of the proposed SPRING+ AOA estimator of around 3.5◦, while764

MUSIC, Ubilocate 2D and SpotFi achieve a median error of765

4◦, 5.5◦ and 11◦ respectively. In a completely NLOS testbed,766

namely Testbed II, we see from Fig. 15(b) that our First Path767

AOA estimator presents a median (80-percentile) error of 9.3768

(19)◦, while SpotFi, MUSIC and Ubilocate 2D achieve errors of 769

9.3 (35)◦, 10 (45)◦ and 12.1 (50)◦respectively. Moving to Testbed 770

III, Fig. 15(c) shows that our estimator clearly outperforms 771

again the other 3 models both with regards to the median error 772

(5.5◦) and the 80-th percentile (24◦). More specifically, MUSIC 773

and Ubilocate 2D share similar behavior with a median error 774

of 9.5◦ and 80-th percentile of around 33◦, whereas SpotFi 775

is weaker with corresponding errors equal to 18◦ and 43◦. In 776

this testbed, both our proposed solution and MUSIC are able 777

to detect efficiently the first path even if this testbed is the 778

one with the highest number of paths (cf. Fig. 13). Finally, as 779

shown in Fig. 15(d), in the real house Testbed IV, our estimator 780

outperforms the other three algorithms, achieving a median error 781

of 8◦, compared to the median error of MUSIC, Ubilocate 2D 782

and SpotFi, which is around 10◦ for the first two models and 14◦ 783

for the last one. 784

Furthermore, we observe that SpotFi obtains worse results 785

than MUSIC on three out of four available Testbeds. As ex- 786

plained in Section IV-B, our intuition is that SpotFi, fixing the 787

smoothing length, does not optimize the noise level with the 788

physical parameters of our experiments. For this reason, SpotFi 789
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Fig. 16. Aggregated ECDF of AOA error in degrees among all Testbeds.

increases the risk of estimating false paths, most of the time790

resulting in ECDFs outperformed by MUSIC. In order to verify791

our intuition, we present an aggregated AoA error ECDF among792

all of our four testbeds, including the models described above793

and also an optimized version of SpotFi. In fact, we apply the best794

smoothing parameters K = 4 and J = 200, chosen a-posteriori795

among possible NSL Smoothing Factors. This model is called796

“Optimized SpotFi” and its results can be seen in Fig. 16. In797

other terms, this shows that an initial calibration of smoothing798

parameters is necessary since as seen in the figure, this optimized799

version of SpotFi performs better than MUSIC. Besides, the800

Optimized SpotFi version is still worse than our estimator, which801

does not fix the smoothing parameters for all the experiments,802

but dynamically varies these for each CSI received based on803

MPM estimation. This result confirms the efficiency of the804

proposed dynamic smoothing algorithm (Algorithm 1), which805

is an important competitive advantage of our AoA First Path806

estimator.807

Concluding, our estimator is robust across different environ-808

ments, in comparison with the other prior algorithms.809

C. Distance810

Following the study on AOA, in this subsection we investigate811

the ranging performance. Fig. 17 shows the ranging Root Mean812

Square Error (RMSE) in meters for Testbed I, II, III and IV.813

We compare the obtained results with three different solutions:814

the median, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and FU-815

SIC [61]. The latter estimates the distance between the AP and816

the STA correcting the raw FTM estimate with an excess delay817

provided by the CSI values. More specifically, it first calculates818

the number of peaks in the MUSIC spectrum, and then their819

relative strengths compared to the main peak. If the relative820

strength is higher than a certain threshold, FUSIC keeps the821

initial FTM measurement, otherwise the distance estimation is822

calculated by subtracting the mean excess delay from the raw823

FTM measurement. The AIC is commonly applied to identify824

the optimal number of clusters in GMM. We use the lowest825

AIC to infer the optimal number of paths [70], and then we826

Fig. 17. Distance RMSE in meters for our estimator (red bars) compared to
the median (blue bars), AIC (cyan bars) and FUSIC (green bars).

Fig. 18. Aggregated ECDF of distance error in meters among all Testbeds.

use the path with the least positive mean as ranging estimate. 827

We observe in the figure that the minimum ranging error is 828

obtained by the proposed FTM First Path estimator, achieving a 829

ranging gain of 18%, 26% and 12% with respect to the median, 830

AIC and FUSIC, respectively. Furthermore, in Fig. 18 we show 831

the aggregated ECDF of the ranging errors among all of our 832

4 testbeds including the aforementioned models. As illustrated 833

in Fig. 18, our proposed FTM First estimator outperforms the 834

alternatives consistently. We highlight that in terms of distance 835

estimation, we do not make a comparison with Ubilocate [51] 836

or SpotFi [12], since such a comparison is not applicable to our 837

hardware or data. As for Ubilocate, they introduce a distance 838

estimation protocol which is implemented in their firmware and 839

it is not standard compliant. As for SpotFi, they do not estimate 840

A-ToF. 841

D. Positioning 842

In this subsection, we study the localization error. We define 843

a coordinate system on a two-dimensional map. Considering a 844

single AP system, let (xAP , yAP ) be the position of the AP, d̂ 845

the estimate of the distance from the AP to the target and θ̂ the 846

estimated direction between the AP and the target. We find the 847
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Fig. 19. Positioning RMSE in meters for all four Testbeds.

estimated coordinates of the STA as follows:848

p̂ = (x̂, ŷ) = (xAP + d̂ · cos θ̂, yAP + d̂ · sin θ̂). (6)

We study the position accuracy of our proposed system849

SPRING+. SPRING+ is composed of the AoA First Path es-850

timator for the direction (AoA) estimate and the FTM First Path851

estimator for the distance estimate. We compare the obtained852

results with three different systems. The first one is our pre-853

liminary work SPRING [25], that uses MUSIC to identify the854

strongest AOA, and the FTM First Path estimator to estimate the855

distance. Furthermore, we construct two other models consisted856

either of SpotFi [12] or Ubilocate 2D [51] for the AoA estimate857

and FUSIC for the distance estimate. The last two models are,858

hereafter, denoted as “SpotFi + FUSIC” and “Ubilocate 2D +859

FUSIC” respectively.860

We summarize the results in Fig. 19, where we show the861

positioning RMSE in meters obtained for each algorithm in all862

testbeds. We observe that the RMSE of SPRING+ is lower than863

the RMSE of the other algorithms in all four testbeds. More864

in detail, we highlight an average gain in positioning error of865

21 %, 28 % and 29 % with respect to SPRING, “Ubilocate 2D866

+ FUSIC” and “SpotFi + FUSIC” respectively among the four867

different testbeds.868

Finally, Fig. 20 shows the ECDFs of the positioning error869

obtained by our proposed system SPRING+ and the above-870

mentioned systems in the evaluated four testbeds. The figure871

shows that SPRING+ achieves a median error between 1 and872

1.8 meters and the 80-percentile positioning error in the range873

of 1.9–4.6 meters, thereby providing superior performance to874

state-of-the-art approaches.875

E. Stability and Time Complexity876

Time complexity and stability play an important role for every877

algorithm. As for the stability, we plot the AoA RMSE with a878

varying length of moving windows between 10 and 50 packets.879

As we see in the Fig. 21, the AoA RMSE of our proposed880

estimator converges after using a maximum moving window881

of 16 CSI packets in all of our four Testbeds. This justifies 882

the choice of 16 packets moving windows (Section IV-E). This 883

optimal value was calculated using testbeds that cover a wide 884

range of indoor environments with different complexities (LOS, 885

NLOS, mixed) and can be utilized for secure reproduction of 886

our proposed estimator. 887

As for the time complexity, we highlight that the most com- 888

putationally heavy part of the AoA First Path estimator is the 889

application of 2D MUSIC (for a maximum of three times, see 890

Section IV-B) for obtaining the dynamic Smoothing Factor. 891

More in detail, the main source of time complexity of 2D MUSIC 892

algorithm comes from the eigenvalue matrix decomposition and 893

is equal to O((M ∗Ns)
3), where M is the number of antennas 894

and Ns is the number of subcarriers [71]. The same is also 895

mentioned as the time complexity of SpotFi model [72], which 896

is logical since SpotFi applies the 2D MUSIC algorithm too. 897

As for MUSIC algorithm, the time complexity for the matrix 898

eigendecomposition is O(M3), where M is again the number 899

of antennas [71]. Furthermore, as for Ubilocate [51], the time 900

complexity comes mainly from the application of Nelder- Mead 901

search algorithm and is equal to O(M ∗Ns ∗ P ), where M, Ns 902

represent the number of antennas and subcarriers respectively 903

and P the number of iterations required for convergence. Finally, 904

as shown in Section V-B, the distance (ranging) estimate is 905

provided in one step using (4). and its complexity in the overall 906

system is negligible, so the FTM First Path estimator does not 907

add any computational overhead to our system. Based on this 908

outlook, the total computational complexity of SPRING+ cor- 909

responds to the computational complexity of the AoA estimator 910

which is equal to O((M ∗Ns)
3). 911

As for the execution time, it is also dependent on the program- 912

ming language that we use. For this reason, we have written the 913

2D MUSIC and dynamic Smoothing Length estimation into a 914

C language code. The C code shows a more clear picture of the 915

execution time of our estimator in a real implementation. The 916

median time complexity of our AoA First Path Estimator for one 917

Smoothing Factor is 0.22 seconds, using a PC with a processor 918

Intel(R) Core(TM) 15 i7-8700 K CPU with 3.70 GHz and a RAM 919

of 16 GB and a single core. As discussed in the Section IV-B, the 920

Smoothing Factor choice needs an application of 2-D MUSIC up 921

to three times, thus proportionally increasing the aforementioned 922

execution time. Based on this outlook, an implementation of our 923

estimator in a PC with 3 cores is recommended that can execute 924

the 2-D MUSIC algorithm for the Smoothing Factor choice in 925

parallel. Furthermore, as already mentioned in Section VII-E, 926

our proposed distance estimator (FTM First Path estimator) 927

has negligible impact on the computational overhead of our 928

positioning system, so no other core is needed for it. Therefore, 929

after completing the training phase of 16 packets, SPRING+ 930

can estimate the target STA location after 0.22 seconds using 931

a PC with similar characteristics as the one described above 932

but with just 3 cores. We note that these results are performed 933

with non-optimized code. Therefore, any code optimization will 934

further improve the results. As for the other algorithms, an 935

exact execution time comparison is not possible. SpotFi does not 936

estimate one AoA per packet, but per total number of clustered 937

packets. Based on this, they are faster than our estimator for one 938
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Fig. 20. ECDF of Positioning error in meters for all four Testbeds.

Fig. 21. AoA RMSE per moving window length for all Testbeds.

packet, since they apply 2D MUSIC only once with the minimum939

smoothing factors (117x3), whereas we apply 2D MUSIC up to940

a maximum of 3 times with smoothing factors usually larger941

than the minimum one. However, in the end SpotFi needs more942

time for the final estimation than our AoA First Path estimator, 943

since it has to cluster all the available packets to obtain one AoA 944

estimate, whereas we obtain an estimate using moving windows 945

of 16 packets. As for Ubilocate and MUSIC, considering the 946

time complexity analysis that was made before, we can verify 947

that they are less computationally expensive than our estimator 948

in compensation for their weakest accuracy. 949

Concluding, our AoA First Path estimator does not have a 950

prohibitive execution time and can be useful for near real-time 951

applications. 952

VIII. CONCLUSION 953

In this paper we presented SPRING+, an indoor positioning 954

system that requires a single access point to localize commer- 955

cial off-the-shelf smartphones with high accuracy. We experi- 956

mentally demonstrated the feasibility to position a smartphone 957

through WiFi measurements performed by a single AP using 958

commodity hardware. The solution leverages on measurements 959

collected from an 802.11ac AP with 4 linear antennas, that 960

operates at 80 MHz and has access to CSI per sub-carrier and 961

FTM data per packet. We used this information to design a 962
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method able to estimate the first path for angle and distance963

measurements. We highlighted how critical the multipath esti-964

mator is for the construction of the dynamic CSI Smoothing965

Length and how our system is able to deal with noisy mea-966

surements in the 2-D MUSIC Spectrum, thereby improving the967

AoA accuracy. In terms of ranging, the proposed First Path968

estimator again used the information provided by the multipath969

estimator, thus managing to obtain reliable results. Using both970

direction and distance estimates, SPRING+ demonstrated its971

indoor localization effectiveness in an extensive experimental972

campaign comprising four different testbeds including generic,973

office and home environments. Our results show that SPRING+974

is able to achieve a median 2D positioning error of a com-975

modity smartphone between 1 and 1.8 meters with a single976

WiFi AP.977

Finally, our system can be applicable to other well-known978

problems. The techniques presented in this work can also be979

applied to the traditional case of positioning using multiple980

APs. Furthermore, Multipath profile analysis, using 2D MUSIC981

enhanced by the Smoothing Length optimization for both LOS982

and NLOS scenarios, can be useful for tasks such as passive983

localization, human tracking or contact tracing. Exploring these984

directions of research is a part of our future work. SPRING+985

code will be released as open source.986
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